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NORTHERN IRELAND LEGACY INVESTIGATIONS UPDATE (19 Jan 20) 
 
On 10 Jan 2020 Northern Ireland’s main political parties agreed to a deal that restored the 
power-sharing government following its collapse three years ago.  Hope that the 
government’s manifesto promises to protect the veterans from vexatious litigation may bring 
some relief to veterans was put in doubt when it was subsequently reported, that a key 
component of the NI Assembly restoration was the implementation of the Stormont House 

Agreement (SHA).  The SHA promised the continued investigation and prosecution 
those responsible for ‘Troubles-related’ deaths.  To enable this the Government 
subsequently drafted a White Paper which set up the first of these, the Historical 
Investigations Unit (HIU).  The primary task of the HIU is to investigate the 1700 
outstanding ‘Troubles-related’ deaths with in a five-year timeframe.   
 
In line with this initiative, the Lord Chief Justice of Northern Ireland directed that a 
programme be produced to conduct the 54 outstanding inquests in an article 2 compliant 
manner1, within a five-year period.  To enable this the government allocated £100 million to 
the formation of the HIU and a further £50 million to the Court Service Northern Ireland to 
fund legal proceedings.   
 
The first tranche of this programme has been produced detailing 10 inquests for the year 
2020/21.  Preliminary letters into the first of these investigations are being sent to veterans 
by Fieldfisher, the coroner’s solicitors.  It is not yet clear if this involves any Regimental 
veterans, but the chain of command has yet to issue the full list.  Watch this space!  

  
BALLYMURPHY INQUEST UPDATE   
 
This inquest continues although it has not heard any witnesses since 21 October 2019.  The 
court went into recess over the Christmas period and has not sat in public yet in the New 
Year.  It is thought that the coroner is assessing the evidence already given and preparing 
her draft findings.  It is likely that further evidence will be taken before the inquest closes 
with an emphasis on veterans whose statements might bring clarity to some of the 
incidents.  A date for the inquest closing is not available at the current time, but it is 
anticipated that it will conclude shortly. 
 

Current Regimental Criminal Cases 
 

 Bloody Sunday.  On 30 January 1972 during serious public disorder at a march in 
Londonderry 14 civilians were killed by members of 1 PARA.  The events of the day were 

                                                           
1   Article 2 of the European Convention of Human Rights imposes a positive duty to investigate deaths in which State agents 

may be implicated.  The European Court of Human Rights has established that in order to satisfy the requirements of Article 2, 
any investigation must be independent, prompt and proceed with reasonable expedition, be open to public scrutiny, involve the 
next of kin of the deceased and be capable of leading to a determination of whether any force used was justified and to the 
identification and punishment of those responsible for the death.    Case law has determined that an inquest satisfies 
this investigatory obligation. 

 



first investigated by the Widgery Tribunal in April 1972 and subsequently by the Saville 
Inquiry whose report was published on 15 June 2010.  On 14 March 2019 the Public 
Prosecution Service of Northern Ireland (PPS NI) announced that there was only admissible 
evidence to charge one of the 17 soldiers investigated.  The solder, cyphered as soldier F, 
is to be charged with two counts of murder and four of attempted murder.  The first 
procedural hearing was held in Londonderry in September 2019 and a further hearing is due 
in Belfast in June 2020.  The decision not to prosecute the other veterans has subsequently 
been challenged by lawyers for nine of the families2 

 
 The McCann Case. Joe McCann, a known Official IRA member, was shot dead in Belfast in 

disputed circumstances in April 1972, as part of an arrest operation by the Royal Ulster 
Constabulary (RUC) with the Army in support. The RUC decided not to prosecute at the 
time, but after a review of the case by the Historical Enquiries Team (HET) in 2013, the 
decision was reviewed.  In 2014 the Attorney-General for NI referred the case to the PPS for 
consideration of a prosecution.  A decision to prosecute was taken in December 2016 and a 
charge of murder was brought to be heard in a Crown Court in 2018.  This case is currently 
stalled awaiting the court’s decision on a Judicial Review 
 
Contact details 
 
If you have been affected by the current NI investigations or you know someone who has, 
please contact Paul Rodgers NI Legacy Officer, RHQ PARA, Merville Barracks, Colchester, 
Essex CO2 7UT Tel: Mil: 94660 7072 or Civ: 01206 817072  email: 
paul.rodgers694@mod.gov.uk or paul.rodgers694@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
2Challenge.  The decisions on non-prosecution (including not charging soldier F with an additional three counts of murder and 

two of attempted murder) has now been challenged by a number of next of kin of the deceased in accordance with the victims 
right of review process, which is a standard procedure available to any victim of a crime reported to the PPS by the police or 
other statutory authority. As recently reported in the press, solicitors acting for the next of kin have provided legal submissions 
to the PPS in support of a reversal of the DPP's decision not to prosecute soldiers involved in the cases of nine of those killed. 
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